is the Lapunov exponent.
Introduction
In [l] W'.Pogorzelski investigated a generalized problem of Poincaré consisting in determining a function u (x,y) harmonic in a domain D, which on the boundary L of D satisfies a given linear relation among the boundary values of. the normal derivative in the direction normal to L, the derivative in the direction tangent to L, and the function u(x,y) itself.In [5] and [6] the author examined a non-linear problem with tangent derivative for an elliptic equation with two independent variables, as well as for a system of such equations.
In the present paper we will solve a non-linear boundary value problem in the plane with 2n+1 boundary conditions for a system of n+1 partial differential equations of elliptic type (n is an integer greater than I)".
First we state several theorems that will be used for solp ving the mentioned problem. Proofs of these theorems inE are analogical to the proofs in E 11 given in Pogorzelski s papers [2] , [3] and [4j. at each interior point X e D.
Formulation of the problem
Assume that in the plane we are given a domain D Q whose "boundary L consists of n+1 closed disjoint curves L Q ,L^f...L n . We assume that the curve L Q embraces all the remaining ones. Let denote the domains lying inside the curves L^,...^, respectively.
Consider the following system of n+1 quasi-linear equations of elliptic type consisting of the equation
whose coefficients a a;3 (X,v) are defined in the domain (2) X 6 D q U L,~ OO < V<+ OO t and the coefficients b^(X), c(X) are defined in the domainD 0 ; as well as consisting of the equations
with coefficients a^ (XjU 1 ) defined, respectively,in "he domains
and the coefficients b* (X), c^X) defined for X6D.
(i = = 1,..,n) respectively.
The problem posed in this paper consists in finding fun-. ctions v(X) and u^X) (i=1,2,..,n) satisfying the system of n+1 partial differential equations (1) and 0)-at every interior point of the domains DQ and D^ (i=1,..,n), respectively, as well as the following 2n+1 boundary conditions (5) i%
lim
where du ( x ) , jZW are transversal derivatives at dT* RJ ai P R i 1 at the point X; the functions fif 9>.j_fg,G are given.
Assumptions.
We accept the following assumptions.
I. The coefficients aaj3(X,v) and a^ (Xtu^) satisfy Holder's conditions:
where h,!^ e (0,1> ; k^k^k^k^1 (i=1,...,n) are positive constants.
II. The coefficients b w (X), c(X) of equation (1) satisfy, for XjX'tD, the conditions
and the coefficients (X), c 1 (X) of equation (3) satisfy,
for XjX'eDj^ (i=1,2,...,n), the inequalities V. The functions g(P)' defined in LQ, and G(i,v) defined in the domain (25) P e L q , -oo < v< + qp satisfy the inequalities (24) |g(P)| ^ mg, |G(P,v)|* rOglv^+Mg, where mç,,MQ,mg are positive constants; r e <Ot1).
VI. The quadratic forms of equations (1) and (J) are positive definite in the domains (2) and (4), respectively.
VII. The curves LQ and L^ (i=1,...n) satisfy Lapunov's conditions with exponent 3te(0,1> (see [4] , p.41).
VIII. The problem for the system of elliptic equations of the form 2 2 cc,/3=f
with homogenous boundary conditions (5)- (7) has the zero solution only.
The solution of the problem
We seek a solution v(X), u^X) (i=1,...n) of the stated problem that can be represented as a sum of generalized plane 
where r v (X,Y) and r u (X,Y) are the fundamental solutions of homogenous equations (25), respectively} Xix^.xg) andY(y^, y2) are two distinct interior points of DQ or D^(i=1,...n).We have also used the notation
If the functions (26), (27) are to satisfy boundary conditions (5) - (7), then in view of Theorem 1 the following integro-differential equations should hold:
where N V (P,B) = dr dgf P » B) + g(P) r Y (P,B).
The system of 3n+2 integro-differential equations (26) 
In order to solve the system of equations (26'), (27) t (28), (29') with 2n+2 unknown functions v(X), u^X), ^(i^)» ^(S)
we reduce it to an auxiliary system of 4n+4-integral equations of the form 
with the unknown functions v0(X),v1(X),v2(X), u£(X), u3[(X), u|(X), «¿(Hi), /"(S). In (35) - (40) we have used the notation dY + P. The system of equations (35)- (40) The function spaoe A defined above is linear, normed and complete, which is not difficult to show. Hence-it is a Banach space.
Let E be the .set of all those points U of the space A for which the following inequalities are satisfied
where qjq^e < 0,1 ) are selected in such, a way that (p+q) & 6<0,1 ) and 9, 9*^, 9* >k,k^ are positive constants. It is easy to show that the set E defined above is closed and o onvex.
Taking into account the form of integral equations (35 )- (40) we can transform the set E by means of the operation In view of assumption VIII, the solutions of equations (56)- (57) are expressed "by the formulas
{. dZ .
The functions f^ and ^ are continuous, and the kernels TH and are weakly singular according to paper [5] . Using Theorem 4, estimations (10), (12), (16), (18), (21), (22), (24), and equations (64), (65), we obtain the following estimations for the functions S^iR^) and ju (S)i (66) Vi ( The inequalities (68) are satisfied if the constants M^, M c ,M b ,M e 3176 s^ficis^ly small, and the parameters 9,9^» 9*» 9*^ , k,k^ are suitably selected.
In order to apply Schauder's theorem to show the existence of a fixed point for transformations (52) -(57) we prove two lemmas. One lemma coneeras the continuity of the functional operation. The proof of this lemma is carried out analogically as in [7] provided that (69) (p + q) 6 < 0|1), (Pj+qi) £ <0,1).
The other lemma asserts that the set E which is the image of E under the functional operation (51) - (57) is compact. The motivation of this fact is analogical to that given in [7] .
Hence all the assumptions of Schauder's theorem are satisfied and consequently in the set E there exists at least one point ** U = ^(xi.v^xi.^ixj.u^xi.u^xru^aj.^i^), m (S) invariant with respect to the transformation (52)-(57). This means that there exists at least one solution of the system of 4n+4 integral equations (35)-(40).
Considering the properties of the generalized potential for an elliptic equation (the theorem cited above) and taking ~ xi i i into account that the functions ^(^v^v^ ,v2), F^ (Y,u0,u^,i^) satisfy the assumptions of Theorems and 5 under condition (69), we infer that 3v(X) ai£(x) (70) vy(X) = a°x , Uy(X) = fr=1,2; i=1,... ,n)
at every interior point X of the domains DQ or D^ (i=1,...»n).
It follows that the functions v0(X)uQ i (X), '^(1^) ,"(S) (i = = 1,...,n) are solutions of the system (26'), (27),(28), (29'). On the basis of the properties of the derivative of a plane charge potential (Theorem 5), the derivatives (70) given by equations (56), (38) satisfy Holder's con- 
